NY Green Bank:
Capital Solutions for Clean Energy

Buffalo, NY

NY Green Bank is a $1.0 billion State-sponsored investment fund, managed by a team of solutionsoriented financing professionals. As a market-focused and market-responsive entity, NY Green
Bank specializes in implementing effective approaches for financing projects that support New York
State’s clean energy goals.
NY Green Bank provides capital to project developers, building owners, property managers, energy service companies,
and other sustainable infrastructure market participants for economically and technically viable projects, especially
where funding from traditional financers may not be available. Financing these projects accelerates the deployment of
clean energy across New York State and drives the evolution of the grid and energy infrastructure to be more flexible,
resilient, and cost-effective.

MOBILIZING CAPITAL FOR MORE SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE
As the largest Green Bank in the nation, NY Green Bank supports key initiatives that are expected to result in
substantial continued and new market activity across the State.
Such initiatives include:
• Solar-Plus-Storage
• Stand-Alone Storage
• Residential, Commercial, and Industrial Energy Efficiency
(supported by new pay-for-performance incentives)
• Community Distributed Generation
• Electric Vehicles, including Charging Infrastructure
• Controlled Environment Agriculture
• Offshore Wind
• Anaerobic Digestion

PERFORMANCE AT A GLANCE
To the best of our knowledge, no other investment manager in the United States with an exclusively sustainable
infrastructure credit focus has closed as many transactions and committed as much capital as NY Green Bank.
Since inception (as of June 31, 2021), NY Green Bank has:

received investment
proposals of more than

overall investments
to date

stimulated clean energy
investments in New York
with project costs of up to

maintained self-sufficiency,
generating revenues of

$5.2B

$3.9B

$1.6B

$129.9M

LEARN MORE
To learn more about NY Green Bank’s investment strategy and open solicitations, visit greenbank.ny.gov
To speak with a member of NY Green Bank’s investment team about potential financing opportunities,
call 212-379-6260 or email info@nygreenbank.ny.gov
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